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ABSTRACT 
Investigating health policy reforms at a national level is a troublesome task, since it is 
difficult to establish exactly when a certain policy change took place and it is also difficult 
to determine the content of the reform. In this paper three main causes are distinguished 
that contribute to the ‘fuzziness’ surrounding reforms. Firstly, ordinary mistakes occur, 
even experts err. Secondly, in some countries responsibility for (part of the) health care 
system is delegated to the regional level, causing regional variations which lead to 
uninterpretable effects at country-level health care system descriptions. Thirdly policy 
reforms are often not a straightforward process. Implementations can be characterized as a 
gradual process which can be disturbed at any point in time. For example, the use of 
framework legislation, effects of public discussions and law enforcement problems 
contribute to the fuzziness. To strengthen the validity of information from secondary 
sources (often the best available and linguistically accessible sources) the use of primary 
sources and expert consultation highly recommended, respectively giving insight in formal 
rules and initial intentions of policy measures and in the impact of reforms at performance 
level. The fuzziness can be captured into an index (reform implementation index), 
containing the gathered information and thus facilitating statistical analyses controlling for 
process-information. 0 1997 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The steady expansion and improving quality of the OECD health database files simplifies 

international comparative health studies and makes them more attractive to use. The 
international health data file has become a popular research tool through the desire to 
connect the wave of health care reforms undertaken throughout the industrialized world to 
the OECD time series to establish their effect [1-10]. However, making connections between 
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a data file and health reforms is not without problems, as the authors of this paper discovered 
during their international comparison of the relationships between hospital utilization, 
planning and budgeting. Sources contradicted each other, or were insufficiently specific, and 
even official documents were not always decisive about the exact time schedule of the 
reforms. Apparently ‘health policy’ is a rather ‘fuzzy’ concept. In the first part of this paper a 
set of possible causes of this ‘fuzziness’ is described; in the second part possible solutions to 
deal with the fuzziness are discussed. 

  

 2. CAUSES OF FUZZINESS  
 
The reasons why it is difficult to establish exactly when a certain policy change took place 

can be divided into three categories. 
 The first is the most simple: ordinary mistakes or misunderstandings; even experts err. 
 The second applies to the relevance of the national level and of national data to the analysis 

of health care policy developments; in some countries the regional level is more appropriate. 
 The third regards the introduction of a deliberate vagueness in policy making, resulting in 

an emphasis on the process rather than the content of policy making. 
  

2.1. Mistakes, errors and misunderstandings  
The first category of causes of obscurities evolves from simple mistakes or 

misunderstandings which are sometimes reinforced by uncritical copying of sources. 
 An example was found in Rosa and Launois’ description of the French health care system 

published in 1990 [11]. They characterize the hospital payment system in France as a per 
diem system, although in the mid eighties the per diem system was replaced by a global 
budget system. 

 An example of an unavoidable cause of discrepant dates is what may be called the ‘3 1st 
December effect’. A parliament may ratify a reform in the month of December and put into 
effect some months later, in the following year. As a result, both dates are found in the 
literature in connection with the reform. An example is the German Krankenhaus-
Kostendampfungsgesetz (Hospital Cost Containment Act) of December 1981 [12]. 

  

2.2. Regionalization  
A second type of source leading to problems in finding out what is going on in a country 

lies in the implicit assumption that there is a national health care system and a national health 
care policy. However, there is an increasing trend to delegate responsibilities to regional 
levels. These responsibilities may include main line health policy issues. An example of this 
can be found in Switzerland, where each canton is responsible for its own health care system. 
Another example is found in the US, where part of the health care system is regulated at the 
national level (Medicaid and Medicare), while other parts are left to state level. Delegation 
of responsibility to lower level authorities was also found in Germany. Here, the planning 
and financing of hospital investments is now the responsibility of the Bundeslander; the 
Federal state is no longer responsible. In Sweden, the hospital financing system is regulated 
by the counties, where DRG style financing systems as well as block contracts are to be 
found [13]. The national level is evidently not the right analysis unit for evaluating health 
care reforms; the regional level should be used. 

  

2.3. Vaguely defined national policies  
The next type of obscurity source stems from the nature of most major reforms.This is 

where the ‘fuzziness’ comes in. The implementation of a reform is often not a 
straightforward process with clear changes evident from one day to the next. Implementation 
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can better be characterized as a gradual process, a process which can be disturbed at any 
point between implementation and enforcement. 

  

2.3.1. Phasing and adapting  
Complex and drastic reforms are often introduced step by step, mostly with the objective of 

avoiding the confrontation of health care providers with sudden changes in their financial 
resources. An example can be found in Hungary with the introduction of the DRG system for 
hospital reimbursement. The new administrative system was introduced in 1992. But, in that 
year, the system was only used to register output. The amount of money the hospitals 
received was still based on the old system; in casu number of beds. In 1993, hospitals were 
recompensed according to the new system. Deviations in budgets were compensated for 
according to the previous budget, to avoid hospitals having to face large deviations from 
their customary turnover. Now, in 1996, these corrections are still in operation. So, in 
practice, the new financing system has not yet been put into effect, since the financial 
consequences are yet to be rigorously applied. 

In France, too, there appears to have been a gradual introduction of the global budget 
system. It is not, however, clear from the literature the extent to which the budget system 
was introduced in each year. The earliest date mentioned is 1983 [14,15], the last date 
referred to is 1986. One publication alluded to January 1986 [4]. Such a detailed date might 
lead one to believe that this was the correct date. Unfortunately, a second publication [16], 
gave January 1985 as the date on which the system was introduced. A second reasonable 
assumption might be that French authors were better informed and more able to give reliable 
information than foreign authors. However, French authors seem to be even less conclusive 
about the exact date of introduction than their foreign counterparts, as can be seen from 
Fig.1. Some references suggest a gradual introduction. The OECD report on health reforms 
([4], pp. 50) and Aiach and Delanoe ([17], pp. 544) for instance state that the budget system 
came into effect in 1984 for larger hospitals and in 1985 for the remainder. According to 
Aiach and Delanoe, the law was passed by parliament in 1983 [17]. One is led to deduce that 
there must have been a gradual implementation of the global budget system.  

In the Netherlands, the basis of reforms is currently formulated in policy documents 
outlining the direction of the reform. Implementation is planned step by step. An example is 
the ‘Dekker Plan’, published in 1987. This plan aimed to abolish the distinction between the 
public and private insurance systems by introducing statutory insurance for everyone. 
However, successive government changes led to the plan being amended and it may now 
never be implemented completely. This kind of process can lead to misunderstandings 
concerning the state of implementation. In his book on health insurance, Glaser writes that 
‘every Dutch citizen is now required to enrol under statutory health insurance’ ([18], pp. 61). 
His informants during his visits in 1986 and 1987 were apparently convinced that this plan 
would eventually be carried out. Time, however, has decided differently. 

  

 [FIGURE 1]   
 

2.3.2. Increasing use of ’framework legislation’  
Another type of obscurity source arises from the use of framework legislation. Framework 

laws contain only major principles; further implementation is effected by inconspicuous 
ministerial or royal decrees. An example is the Dutch Health Facility Act on the planning of 
health services. (The ‘Wet voorzieningen gezondheidszorg’). Parliament passed this law in 
1982, but, apart from some small experiments and one decree regulating the establishment 
policy for General Practitioners, the law was never properly implemented. So, in formal 
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terms, there has been a health care services planning law in existence since 1982, but in 
practice the situation has not changed. However, Meyer-Lie [19], in his comparative health 
services study published in 1986, describes the Health Facility Act as actually having been 
implemented completely, his sources being official documents and two visits [19]. 

  

2.3.3. The foreshadow of the future  
The next phenomenon can be characterized as ‘foreshadowing the future’ and has 

previously been described by Groenewegen [20]. As a result of discussions of future reforms 
in politics, the parties concerned try to maintain control by anticipating forthcoming changes 
[20]. Again, a clear example can be found in the Netherlands. As a result of the public debate 
concerning compulsory basic insurance for all Dutch citizens together with voluntary 
additional insurance in which health care insurers (both private and public) were to be 
obliged to compete, public and private health insurance funds gave urgent attention to a large 
scale merge which would strengthen their market position and limit competition. So, in place 
of the 53 public health insurers and 82 private health insurance companies of 1986, we now 
find, 8 years later, some 80 health insurers, most of a mixed public/private character. The 
proposed changes in the compulsory insurance system have, however, been postponed and at 
this moment it is not clear whether they will ever be introduced. In Sweden a similar 
foreshadow of the future was also experienced with the introduction of a guaranteed limited 
waiting time of not more than three months for certain surgical procedures. The waiting lists 
shortened during the period while the guarantee was still under discussion and this reduction 
continued into the period between the proposal being put before parliament and being put 
into effect [21]. 

  

2.3.4. Deliberate vagueness in order to create broad support or in other words: governing 
by magic and managing by speech  

Governments are sometimes deliberately vague in order to gain broad political support. An 
example of such an approach is Germany’s Concerted Action in Health Care (Konzertierte 
Aktion im Gesundheitswesen). ‘Concerted Action’ is a committee consisting of 
representatives from all sectors of health care. The decision making process is based on 
consensus. No sanctions are imposed for failing to arrive at recommendations, nor (when 
they are) for failing to implement them [4,12,22-24]. This kind of consultative structure 
derives its effectiveness from the threat of government intervention in the case of no 
consensus being reached [25]. It is, however, far from easy for a researcher to discover 
exactly what has been decided upon and to what extent it is put into effect. 

  
 2.3.5. Law enforcement problems  
Another phenomenon that can cause deviations from the formal date of implementation of a 

reform evolves from low public support of a policy measure and weak incentives to enforce 
the law. These factors may result in disregard of the measure to be implemented. An 
example of this is hospital planning policy in Belgium. The first law concerning hospital bed 
planning dates from 1963. In 1973 and 1982, more restrictive measures were introduced. 
Hospital beds seemed, however, to evolve autonomously, independently of any policy 
measure [26-28]. Hospitals found creative solutions to the limitations, such as having more 
than 100% occupancy rate of legal beds to cover the ‘black’ beds (beds indicated as 
superfluous). This was possible because of the per patient settlement of hospital days. So, on 
paper, hospital planning in Belgium has been regulated since 1963, but in practice the 
measures had no effect at all until 1982 [26]. 

In short, there appear to be three major problems that can be encountered in investigating 
what has happened in the case of health care reforms. The first problem is inherent in the use 
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of secondary or tertiary sources. These sources often only describe main characteristics and 
give detailed information only where this is relevant for the writer’s subject matter. The 
effect is that information sources which are incomplete can seem to contradict each other.  

The second problem addresses the appropriateness of the national level. The national level 
is not always meaningful when studying health care systems. It appears to be more and more 
the case that responsibilities are delegated from the national level to regional levels. 

  
The third problem, vaguely defined national policies, derives from the nature of many 

reforms. Reforms are often introduced gradually, so that no clear starting point can be 
distinguished. Another problem is that the formal date of implementation does not always 
indicate the commencement of the reform. Sometimes preliminary public debate leads to 
anticipatory behaviour by the actors concerned; sometimes incentives are not strong enough 
to persuade the actors to observe the reform. 

  

3. HOW TO DEAL WITH THE FUZZINESS  
 
Above, some explanations for the fuzziness of health policy reform information have been 

given. The question which then arises is which approaches should be applied to attain an 
optimum reliable insight into what has actually happened, and to what extent do these 
approaches lead to satisfying results. The problem remains of adapting this information for 
statistical analysis. Essentially, the central point is how to deal with problems of 
inconsistencies and gradual implementation. In this section, methods of accommodating the 
problems are presented. The examples given for each method illustrate the extra value added 
in comparison with the other methods. 

  

3.1. Gathering reliable information  
 

3.1.1. The use of secondary sources  
Secondary sources are often global in nature; they provide a global insight into what has 

changed in a country with respect to health care reforms. This kind of information is readily 
available and is often linguistically accessible. Secondary sources provide very suitable 
starting points for studying health care reforms. Not only do they contribute global insights; 
they also facilitate determination of a point where further investigation is necessary, because 
inconsistencies have been discovered, or because information is incomplete, or is 
insufficiently specific. It is important to evaluate these sources critically, because personal 
interpretations are inevitable when authors have to summarize or select information. Choices 
may lead to biased information and different interpretations can lead to apparent 
contradictions. 

  

3.1.2. The use of primary sources  
Discovering the initial intention of a reform may require the consultation of primary 

sources. Legal texts reveal the official regulation and exact figures concerning budget 
ceilings, norms (for example, the number of beds per population), and so forth. The use of 
primary sources, however, requires knowledge of the language of the country. This can be a 
problem; while English, German and French are accessible, languages such as Hungarian or 
Swedish are not (at least, not to the authors of this paper). Using primary sources alone 
brings with it the drawback indicated above that regulations are not always completely 
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enforced, or may display unintended side effects. Such supplementary information may be 
missed if only primary sources are relied upon. 

  

3.1.3. Consultation of experts  
The second procedure concerns the inconsistencies and omissions in secondary and tertiary 

literature. A comprehensive literature search can form the basis of an overview of the 
reform. The overview, together with questions referring to any omissions or inconsistencies 
identified, can be put to experts within the countries concerned. Confinement to a single 
source, or to spokesmen from just one sector, is risky. Consulting representatives of the 
different sectors-the legislative body, the supply of care, health care insurance-is far more 
productive. Someone with practical experience (a hospital manager, for example) should also 
be included. The information thereby accumulated should enable the construction of a most 
probable reproduction of the reform process. It is, however, necessary to bear in mind that 
this reconstruction may still contain errors. 

  

3.2. To adapt the information to suit statistical analysis  
Even when the content and implementation procedures of the policy measure are clear, this 

reconstruction is still not straightforwardly appropriate for the (statistical) analysis of the 
effect of the measure. The following procedure is proposed to remedy this problem. 

  

3.2.1. Development of a ‘reform implementation index’  
This index provides knowledge of the extent to which a reform has been implemented for 

the years preceding and following the implementation. The index is expressed as a value 
between 0 and 1. In Fig. 2, two examples of such an index are given. The upper diagram 
illustrates a reform that elicited reactions from the field, even before the formal introduction. 
The reform was spread gradually all over the country before it finally came into effect. The 
second picture illustrates phase by phase implementation; in this example full 
implementation was never reached. In this way, for each point in time (in our example, each 
year), the extent to which the reform has been effected can be expressed (on a scale from 0 to 
1). 

  

 [FIGURE 2]   
 

4. PRACTICAL EXPERIENCES WITH THE PROPOSED METHODS  
 
In the following examples the added value and drawbacks of the proposed methods are 

outlined and illustrated by means of examples. The extra value from a comprehensive study 
of primary sources compared with the information obtained from secondary sources is 
illustrated by the development of the hospital law in Belgium. The effect of additional expert 
consultation is illustrated by a reconstruction of the implementation of the new hospital 
budgeting system in Hungary. The usefulness of the reform implementation index was tested 
on the implementation of the global budgeting system in France. 

  

4.1. Secondary sources versus primary sources  
What is the extra value obtained from a comprehensive study of primary sources compared 

with the information obtained from other sources? To answer this question, a case study of 
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the hospital planning reforms in Belgium was carried out. Belgium was chosen because, 
while from the authors’ perspective the Belgian system is foreign, the primary sources are 
readily accessible, since they are in Dutch. 

What is the advantage of using primary sources? For Belgium, all the ministerial and royal 
decrees were listed, with their content and official implementation date. Also, information 
giving exact figures of norms for hospital bed planning and computation rules for the 
hospital budget were described in detail. In the secondary sources, this kind of information 
was lacking. Also, in the secondary literature, the exact dates and content of ministerial 
decrees was not always clear, while this information was readily available in the primary 
sources. But, as we have noted, a major drawback of primary sources is that the actual 
implementation can differ markedly from the formal situation. 

  

4.2. The result of expert consultation in Hungary  
In Hungary, the hospital financing system changed from a system based on historical 

budgets (based largely on the number of beds and negotiation skills of the hospital manager) 
to an output based system, by means of DRGs. In the written sources, there was some 
imprecision about the implementation date. Further, a gradual adaptation from the historical 
budget to the new system was reported. To discover the exact date of implementation and the 
actual course of the adaptations, three different experts were consulted; a hospital manager, 
the head of the administrative department that carried out the financial administration of the 
DRGs, and an executive of the health insurance fund. They were also asked to comment on 
the actual operation of the new financing system. These interviews afforded an excellent 
insight into the working of the system. It appeared that the proposed gradual adaptation in 
practice was yet to start; budgets were still based on historical budgets. There also appeared 
to be a major control problem; there was no check between the patient’s actual illness and 
declared illness. Hospitals were therefore motivated to represent the patient’s illness as 
seriously as possible. 

  

4.3. The application of the ‘reform implementation index’ in France  
The example we take is the effect of introducing a global budget system into hospital 

utilization in France. Hospital utilization is operationalized as average length of stay and 
hospital turnover rate. The average length of stay and turnover rate show, respectively, 
autonomous decreasing and increasing trends over time, as can be seen in Fig. 3. The 
hypothesis tested is that the implementation of the reform caused a deviation in these trends: 
both the decrease in the average length of stay and the increase in the turnover rate became 
more marked. A regression equation was therefore fitted in which ‘year’ was included to 
facilitate estimation of the autonomous trend. 

The question which arises is how to include the reform into the analysis. Here, three models 
are tested. For the first modei it is assumed that the reform has been in effect since its formal 
introduction in 1983. An index is developed with the value 0 (zero) before 1983 and the 
value 1 (one) after 1983. For the second model, it is assumed that the reform has been in 
effect since 1986, because that was the year in which all hospitals applied the new system. In 
the third model, the information about the implementation process is incorporated into a 
reform implementation index. 

The reform implementation index for the introduction of the global budget system in France 
was established as follows: for the years before 1983, the value is 0. In 1983, parliament 
passed the reform, which may have caused some anticipatory effects in the field. For 1983 an 
index of 0.1 is therefore assumed. In 1984, all regional hospitals applied the new rules. For 
this situation, an index of 0.3 is assumed (bed capacity in regional hospitals was about 30% 
of the total public hospital bed capacity in 1982; derived from [29], pp. 101). In 1985 the 
reform was spread over more hospitals, resulting in an index of 0.7 (a rough estimate of the 
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bed capacity relating to the new budgeting system). In 1986, all hospitals applied the new 
rules, resulting in an index of 1. 

 Time series analysis has to be considered with caution since many other developments are 
capable of interference. In France, for instance, a bed reduction program was set up that 
came into effect at about the same time. It is possible that this development also influenced 
the average length of stay and the turnover rate in the same direction, in the same period of 
time. A variable for bed reduction is therefore also included to control for this effect. This 
variable consists of a 0 (zero) in the case of equal bed supply or bed expansion; in the case of 
bed reductions, this variable expresses the difference between the current year’s supply and 
the supply in the previous year. 

The data for average length of stay and turnover rate was obtained from the OECD health 
data files 1995: average length of stay per admission since 1961, and turnover rate since 
1974. The last available year was 1993. The turnover rate refers to the number of different 
patients that occupied a bed in 1 year. 

The results of the analyses are displayed in Table 1. 
These analyses indicate that the hospital utilization indicators have not been affected for 

any of the models by the implementation of the new budgeting system. The introduction of 
the new budgeting system had no additional effect on the existing trends. There was no 
effect from the implementation of the reform on average length of stay, even when the 
process information was incorporated into the regression equation by means of the reform 
implementation index. Also, there was no significant effect on the turnover rate. 

The temptation now arises to draw the conclusion that the budgeting policy has no effect on 
hospital utilization. This may however be premature. At least two other conclusions have to 
be considered. First, the chosen output parameters, average length of stay and turnover rate, 
may not be the correct parameters for measuring the effect of the policy. Since a major goal 
of this policy was to contain public expenditures on hospital care, the choice of a variable 
containing public expenditure level would seem logical. However, in the OECD health data 
files for 1995, data about public expenditures on inpatient care are insufficiently complete to 
permit time-series analysis to be carried out. Data are particularly deficient for the period of 
the policy reform; in the period from 1970 to 1985 public expenditure is presented only for 
every 5 years. The same analysis carried out on total inpatient expenditure, corrected for 
inflation, also failed to reveal any significant effects for each of the three models. The second 
alternative conclusion which could be drawn from the lack of effect of the policy is related to 
the first and concerns the type of data in the OECD health files. The OECD data contains 
aggregate variables at country level. Sometimes the aggregation is not suitable for the 
evaluation of the policy measure. In the French example, for instance, the budgeting reform 
is only applicable to the public hospital sector. However, the OECD health files only contain 
aggregate data including both public and private sector. The inclusion of the private sector 
still paid on a per diem basis (30% of all hospital beds are in private hospitals) may disturb 
the effect of the policy measure. 

Although the reform implementation index did not provide a better insight into the effect of 
the health policy reform than the other indexes, since none of them provided significant 
effects, the use of the reform implementation index gives a theoretical advantage. In the case 
of a gradual introduction, information about the period of time between initiation and full 
implementation is encapsulated in the index and better reflects reality than does the choice 
for a switch at the start or end of the implementation phase. 

Summarizing, the advantages and drawbacks of each method of information gathering and 
analysis are listed in Table 2. 

The first three methods provide insight into what has happened and can be used for 
descriptive purposes. The fourth method, the reform implementation index, facilitates 
statistical analysis. The best way to investigate health policy reforms is to use a combination 
of all these methods. The extent to which each method is used depends on the aim of the 
study, the detail of the information required and the budget available for the study; extensive 
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use of primary sources and expert consultation may lead to high translation and travel costs. 
It is, however, important to realize that none of the methods alone leads to a complete insight 
into the effect of reforms. The use of a reform implementation index is required when 
statistical analysis is used in studies into the effect of health care reforms, and in comparative 
research. The index cannot of course be formulated without first gathering information, 
using the first three methods. 

  

[FIGURE 3]   

[TABLE 1]   

[TABLE 2]   

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION  
 

5.1. Conclusions  
Fuzziness about the content of health policy reforms is not only a methodological problem, 

stemming from the need to summarize and select information in order to describe a health 
care system or reform in a succinct manner. The nature of many policy reforms also 
contributes to the fuzziness. Neither the commencement nor the exact phase of 
implementation are always clear; commencement may differ from the formal date of 
implementation. During the long time span from formal introduction to complete 
implementation, all kinds of other developments may interfere with the process (such as a 
change of government, setting out new policy lines). 

Using primary sources and consulting experts, especially those familiar with the 
practicalities of the way rules are actually applied, helps to identify the type of ‘fuzziness’ 
relating to the policy process under study. When comparing health care reforms in different 
countries, or describing health care systems, it must be borne in mind that secondary sources 
are often very global in nature and this may lead to apparently contradictory information. A 
combination of different resources provides the best strategy for producing a reliable 
reconstruction of the reform process. Different sources provide different kinds of 
information. Secondary sources provide a global overview, primary sources provide insight 
into the original content of the reform and exact figures concerning norms, and so forth. 
Expert consultation is very useful for revealing exceptions and gradual implementation 
processes. Even the apparently harshest measures usually contain some exceptions, or other 
transition rules. These regulations are not always mentioned in the primary sources and 
secondary sources are often too global for this kind of information. To unearth any 
exceptions or transition rules, the best sources are health practitioners, such as hospital 
managers, or those responsible for paying the bills, such as insurance fund managers. 

When evaluating reforms in a quantitative way, the reform implementation index is very 
useful, since it is constructed on the basis of knowledge of the implementation process. The 
usefulness of data at the national level (like the OECD health data files) for analysis of the 
effect of the introduction and implementation of specific health reforms is hampered by the 
(increasing) fuzziness of the policy process; the RI1 can facilitate the connection of health 
data with the introduction and implementation of reforms. If a national level is not the 
appropriate analysis level, the reform implementation index should be constructed at a 
regional level. 
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The aggregate nature of the OECD data may be troublesome in evaluating policy measures 
affecting only part of a sector. The appropriateness of data from the OECD health files 
should be considered critically. The emphasis on international comparability does not always 
make data suitable for studying intra national differences over time. The aggregations do not 
always fit the requirements of specific policy analysis. 

  

5.2. Discussion  
The extent and level (national or regional) for which different sources should be consulted 

depends on the aim and the subject of the study. In one and the same country, some 
regulations may be implemented at a national level and other responsibilities may be 
delegated to the region. In Sweden, the waiting time guarantee operates at national level 
while the hospital financing systems operates regionally. The detail to which the information 
has to be gathered also depends on the aim of the study. A quantitative analysis of a reform 
requires a detailed insight in the implementation process. This provides information to 
reconstruct the Reform Implementation Index and ensures a correct connection of data to 
implementation phases. Most of the examples in this paper stem from pluralistic social 
security based health care systems, where responsibility is spread over different actors and 
neither they nor the Ministry of Health is all powerful. Do the same principles apply to 
centrally organized National Health Services? To a certain extent they do, indeed. According 
to Klein ([30] the 1991 NHS reforms in the UK provides an example; one of the innovations 
was the introduction of ‘fundholding’ general practitioners; this innovation is still open to 
applicants and has now reached between 40 and 50% of British GPs. The government had 
the power (and used it) to introduce these reforms more or less overnight, but it nevertheless 
took time for the actual implementation. 

Is the Reform Implementation Index really an improvement over an ordinary ‘time-lag’ 
function in the model? It is a sort of time lag parameter, although not a mechanical one 
constructed to make the equation fit better. The RI1 should be constructed and applied on the 
basis of information about the actual progress of the policy process. 

Is it, given the intrinsic ‘fuzziness’ of policy making, permissible to connect policy reforms 
to data in the OECD-files in comparative studies? The answer to this question must remain 
ambiguous. It is true that the quality of OECD data is steadily improving and that it provides 
an extremely cost effective way of comparing the performance of health care systems that 
could not otherwise be obtained. So, if a naive and discrete concept of health policy could be 
replaced by a more gradual and ‘fuzzy’ idea, both domains are capable of being matched. 
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